Using a small COTS UAV to quantify moraine dynamics induced by climate shift in Arctic environments.
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Arctic regions are known to be places where climate shift yields the most visible consequences. In this context, glaciers and their environment are highly subject to global warming effects. New dynamics are observed and the behavior of arctic systems (such as glaciers, moraines, beaches etc) changes at rates visible over yearly observations.

According to recent works on climate change impacts on the cryosphere, short/violent events are recently observed and are one characteristic of these changes. As a consequence, an accelerating rate of glacial and pro-glacial activity is observed, especially at the end of each hydrological season (early fall). As an example, many phases of streamflow increase/decrease are observed, transforming glacier outflows, moraine morphology and re-organizing intra-moraine processes. Within only a few days, the morphology of some parts of the moraine can be completely changed.

In order to observe and quantify these processes, reactive methods of survey are needed. That is why the use of commercial, off the shelf (COTS) – DJI Phantom3 Professional – Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) for aerial photography acquisition, combined with Structure from Motion (SfM) analysis and Digital Elevation Model computation, were chosen. The robust architecture of this platform makes it well suited as a reliable picture acquisition system for high resolution (sub-decimeter) imaging. These increasingly popular methods, at a convergence of technologies including inertial guidance systems, long lasting batteries and available computational power (both embedded and for image processing), allow to fly and to acquire data whatever the conditions of cloud cover. Furthermore, data acquisition is much more flexible than traditional satellite imagery: several flights can be performed in order to obtain the best conditions/acquisitions at a high spatio-temporal resolution. Moreover, the low-flying UAV yielding high picture resolution allows to generate high resolution digital elevation models and therefore to measure accurately dynamics on the field with decimeter resolution in all 3 directions.

Our objective is to show an experimental campaign of small UAV data acquisition in an arctic basin (Austre Lovén glacier, Svalbard, 78°N) separated by a few days. Knowing the changing conditions at this period, similar UAV flights have been reiterated in order to catch moraine dynamics. This allowed us to select two sets of images whose processing highlights and quantifies morphological changes into the moraine while a rain event occurred between two cold periods.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Context of the work

Today, glacier basins are a confirmed and well-observed proxy for estimating the impact of global climate shift as shown by Oerlemans (2005) and Moholdt et al. (2010). Glacier dynamics and especially annual mass balance is one of the main indicators which allows to quantify the climate influence on the cryosphere (Hagen and Liestol (1990); Lefauconnier et al. (1993); Hock (2005)). Through mass balance study, it is possible to better understand glacier behavior facing phenomena such as global warming. But according to Park et al. (2013); Radić et al. (2013), global climate change does not only impact glacier melt as often mentioned, but also the global cryosphere dynamics with strong uncertainties. Concerning geomorphological consequences, they are sometimes more difficult to evaluate since they are less visible or they appear with a temporal inertia. However, since the Little Ice Age (LIA), the general trend of glacier retreat reshapes para-glacial environment (Rachlewicz (2010); Wiesmann et al. (2012)), revealing new spaces, particularly downstream, in the moraine. This area, under the influence of fast glacial retreat, tends to become larger than the glacier itself as described by Friedt et al. (2011). Thus, these ice-marginal landforms are a fundamental source of information about the extent and dynamics of former glaciers (Humlum (2000); Paul (2010); Barr and Lovell (2014); Birks et al. (2014)). If they are widely used to reconstruct the dimensions of former ice masses and paleoclimate, moraines also give important clues on climate change impact through their present dynamics (Evans (2009)). This new ice-free area is not yet completely stabilized and thus exposed to significant movements and geomorphologic changes. Even tiny climatic parameters can influence significantly moraine dynamics and morphology (Bernard et al. (2013)).

In such a fast-changing environment, fieldwork with classical measurement methods needs to be completed with larger scale investigations through remote sensing observations (Colomina and Molina (2014)). Space-borne remote sensors have high temporal and global coverage and remote sensing-based analysis reduces the need for frequent and regular fieldwork. However, space-borne remote sensing platforms have their own limitations (Westoby et al. (2012)). First, data are acquired on specific dates or at a specific time. Data acquisition depends upon the satellite’s revisit or temporal resolution. Moreover, a second limitation consists in the meteorological conditions which influence the data quality. In Arctic, cloud cover is a persistent problem for usable acquisitions, and obtaining cloud-free data is yet a great challenge (Bernard et al. (2013)). Nevertheless, as assessed by many works (Niethammer et al. (2012); Westoby et al. (2012); Lucieer et al. (2014)) these limitations can easily be overcome by the use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).

1.2. Objective of the study

The moraine is an area where processes are strongly linked to meteorological parameters, and where their consequences are highly visible. According to Bennett (2001), newly deglaciated areas left by glacial retreat have a fast morphological response time, especially to liquid precipitations and temperature shifts. These exposed forelands are supposed to be subject to intensive geomorphological processes due to the paraglacial adjustment of the topography (Rachlewicz (2010); Midgley et al. (2013)). Indeed, during several field campaigns, we observed the fast response of the moraine, emphasized following violent climate events such as heavy rains and sudden increase of air temperature (AT).
Thus, in this work, the main focus deals with the short-term (weekly) dynamics of moraines. In such an approach, a high spatio-temporal resolution observation is needed. This helped us in framing the following objectives of the present paper:

• the first point is to assess the use of UAVs and associated data processing methods to observe and measure para-glacial processes and dynamics in a climate change context,
• the second point is to highlight, through these methods and observations close in time, the impact of so called warm/rain events on an Arctic environment.

2. Geographical settings

2.1. Fieldwork and geomorphological parameters: the moraine as a climate shift witness

The study was carried out in a glacial basin located on the West coast of Spitsbergen (high-Arctic), on the north side of the Brøgger peninsula (79°N, 12°E) (Fig. 1). In a 10.58 km² basin, Austre Lovén is a small land-terminating valley and polythermal glacier. It covers an area of 4.5 km², with a maximum altitude of no more than 550 m.a.s.l.

![Field work is located in the high-Arctic, on the West coast of Spitsbergen. Austre Lovén is a small land terminating glacier, chosen by scientists since the early 60s for its geomorphological characteristics.](image)

This small basin is representative of the geomorphology of Spitsbergen West coast (Kohler et al. (2007)). While the study area is located in the high-Arctic with a strong maritime influence and relatively low altitudes, the general morphology is clearly Alpine, as shown in Fig. 1 (d). In the current context, glacier retreat
gives the opportunity to observe the dynamics of morainic material. It plays a significant role in the hydro-glaciological processes (Griselin and Marlin (1998); Hodgkins (1997); Ferguson (1999); Ewertowski and Tomczyk (2015)), specifically on the runoff and meltwater organization (Wright (2005)).

Front and marginal moraines are pro-glacial ridge-like formations. They were formed both through supra-glacial and sub-glacial processes: gradually, debris is spilled at glacier margins (Bennett et al. (1999); Bennett (2001)).

Austre Lovén glacier lies on relatively shallow bed slopes: it is therefore likely to deposit a large number of comparatively small moraines, as ice margins fluctuate in response to minor variations in climate (Lønne (2007)). The parts of the moraine furthest away from the glacier snout are the oldest and hence most stable, while the area of interest here is the newly deglaciated area close to the glacier front.

Thus, in the current context of climate change, the moraine is a complex sedimentary system with increasing dynamics. Like many other similar glaciers in the surrounding area, the front of Austre Lovén has receded by around 1 km since the Neoglacial maximum extent at the end of the nineteenth century. As illustrated in Fig. 2, during the last decades, the glacier forefield extended, with new processes, especially concerning hydrological dynamics. As shown on Fig. 2, we observe an average length change of $-16 \text{ m.a}^{-1}$ ($-19 \text{ m.a}^{-1}$ along the central flow line).

![Figure 2. Moraine dynamics and glacier retreat since 1948. This retreat is continuous since the LIA and the glacier front has become a key area due to its significant movements and changes from one hydrological season to another. Stars indicate the location of pictures shown in Figs. 3 and 4, with associated arrows indicating the viewing direction. The colored legend refers to the front positions closest to the current glacier limit.](image)

### 2.2. Impact of “warm events” on moraine dynamics

Each year, events with abnormally high positive air temperature (so called warm events) are observed, whatever the season of the year (Nowak and Hodson (2013)). Fig. 3 shows how sudden and violent could the associated dynamics be. In spring, melt water from icings are the main component of the pro-glacial hydrology. Indeed, icings are large reservoirs of water that react immediately to positive AT conditions. A sudden increase of temperatures, with strong liquid precipitations may trigger a massive influx of water, saturating the entire snowpack. In fall, while winter conditions are set up, major floods can appears, following a sudden rain event with rising temperatures. This second point is the context of this paper.
To recognize how high the activity of such sudden events is, we focused here on one of the main intra-morainic canyon, and especially on its upstream part, on a 200 m wide strip near the glacier front (Fig. 4). Indeed, this part was newly deglaciated during the last 10 years, and is even more subject to geomorphological changes. This massive canyon drains the main outlet of Austre Lovén glacier. It is thus a key area of interest to study, since it is known (Irvine-Fynn et al. (2011); Rutter et al. (2011)) that river meltwater outflows react to AT variations immediately or within short delays.

3. Methods and data

3.1. Small COTS UAV and SfM photogrammetry: the best suited combination for Arctic environment?

According to a large body of literature (e.g. Westoby et al. (2012); Colomina and Molina (2014); Kenner et al. (2014); Rippin, Pomfret, and King (2015)), “Structure-from-Motion” photogrammetry is a low-cost and effective tool for geoscience applications. In our study, this method seems to be perfectly suited, while applied on glaciological and para-glaciological dynamics, for generating large scale ortho-photos and digital elevation models (DEM). Considering the characteristics of both Arctic climate and mountain terrain, these methods (from acquisition to processing), were thus applied on Austre Lovén glacier catchment.

Considering that specifically harsh environment, a small, lightweight and efficient UAV was needed. Hence, we used a low-cost, commercial off the shelf UAV, DJI Phantom 3 Professional (Fig. 5). After trying different types of UAVs, this equipment provided the best tradeoff between image quality and ease of use on the field and lightweight equipment to be carried on the field in mountain type/harsh
climate environment. A single operator can manage both flight control and image acquisition. As will be demonstrated here, the camera lens gives a sub-decimeter resolution sufficient for geoscience applications. Hence, there is no need to use a higher resolution camera which could be time consuming and bring difficulties during the processing step due to images size, while lens modeling was accurate enough to allow for the photogrammetric processing chain to converge.

To obtain the best accuracy, Ground Control Points (GCPs) were positioned prior to each flight over strategic parts of the moraine. We used 30-cm diameter hard plastic gardening saucers, pink colored, easy to point on photos (Fig. 5) during the data processing step. GCP positioning onto the moraine is a time consuming task due to the slow pace of walking in the rough terrain, with some key points hard to reach, but most significantly due to the time needed for GCP position recording with a dual-frequency GPS Trimble package (Geo XH device with Zephir antenna). Therefore, in order to complete this GCP network, remarkable points (such as erratic boulder) were also used to calibrate photogrammetry processing.

### 3.2. UAV images acquisition

During the fall 2015 field campaign (September-October), we carried out several flights over the Austre Lovén moraine in order to get an accurate DEM and to provide orthophotos of this area. In anticipation of possible bad weather conditions, we started to fly quite early, once the meteorological and aerological conditions were fine. This allowed us to perform 2 main sessions of flights, separated by approximately one week. Flight plans are visible on Fig. 6. We chose to fly manually to adapt to aerial observations thanks to real time feedback, and maximize horizontal speed (10 m/s) since automated path planning tools yielded excessively slow pace preventing the analysis of wide swaths of the moraine.

During the first acquisition session – September 24th and 26th 2015 – the moraine
Figure 5. A well suited package for SFM survey in Arctic/mountain terrain and cold regions. All the equipment is easily packable in a backpack and makes travel into the moraine and work easier (a). Pink gardening saucers are perfect GCPs since the environment is monotonous (b).

Figure 6. Flight plans of three autumn 2015 field campaigns, colored with respect to the flight dates given in the legend, whose results are described in the text. The yellow rectangle locates the area of interest (AoI) over the upper part of the glacier outlet river. Star markers represent the takeoff locations. The background image has been acquired by Formosat (July 22nd 2009), with the overlap of an orthophoto acquired from our UAV on the eastern side of the moraine.

was free of snow, AT started to drop under $0^\circ C$ while the hydrological network was low-water. Aerological conditions were quite perfect while the problem of cold was overcome by using several batteries on the field. Most of the time, the weather was overcast, without precipitation. Flying height was around 100 m with a coverage of 120 m in the flight direction and an overlap of over 80% (1 picture/second) from one image to another.

During the second session – October 1st 2015 – the same flight parameters were kept. Winter conditions were settled while the hydrological network was largely frozen and AT dropped under $-3^\circ C$. One issue was the reduced life expectancy of batteries due to the low temperatures. Moreover, a thin but persistent layer of
snow covered the moraine, making orientation and interpretation more difficult. Snowy weather did not help in performing measurements. Nevertheless, complete coverage was achieved.

### 3.3. Data processing: the open source choice

Data processing is a crucial step. Because digital image processing is prone to the introduction of various artifacts during the complex signal processing steps – modeling the lens characteristics, positioning the cameras, coarse and fine point cloud generation, introduction of GCPs and dense point cloud generation – the black box approach provided by most commercial software is not satisfactory: a detailed description of the operating principles of the software, as found for example by reading source code, is a mandatory requirement to assess the confidence in the signal processing results. Hence our selection of the MicMac software \(^1\) developed by a laboratory of the French National Geographical Institute (IGN) which meets these requirements, with clear separation of the processing steps and a verbose output providing detailed reports on the convergence of each processing step.

As most SfM processing software packages, various means are available for converting the DEM, needed to orthorectify the images, from the arbitrary framework of the images to an absolute geographical coordinate system. The GPS position of the camera as each image was acquired is easiest to obtain, but the single frequency GPS information provided by the COTS UAV only allows for positioning the DEM with an accuracy of ±10 m in the latitude-longitude plane. Thus, using GCPs is mandatory to reach sub-meter positioning. However, due to the challenge of deploying GCPs on the field over the wide area under investigation, and because we are solely here interested in relative topography evolution, we will not use GCP located during the flight on the ground but use the roughly positioned initial dataset as a reference for the later DEM positioning. The tool Campari from the MicMac suite is designed to constraint the DEM resulting from image processing (affected by lens distortion model errors) on the GCP. Using this additional processing step, based on GCP selected on the initial dataset on regions known not to have moved between the two acquisitions, sub-meter accuracy has been achieved.

### 4. Results and discussion

#### 4.1. Data assessment

Considering the camera aperture of 94° and a flight altitude of 100 m, the pixel size is 4 cm on the 4000 pixel wide picture. Such a resolution is a significant improvement over satellite imagery limited to a few decimeters at best, and the meter resolution of the Formosat imagery we use as background reference. Most important, this resolution improvement brings some new insight on the geomorphology evolution of the moraine. However, for comparing multiple images acquired with different GPS satellite constellation distributions, image registration is mandatory for quantitative comparison. Throughout this study, GCPs are selected in areas known not to evolve (large erratic boulders, bedrock) and the initial image is used as reference over which all subsequent images are registered. We chose to restrict corrections to translations and prevent scaling and rotation, which would be needed

---

\(^1\) available at logiciels.ign.fr/?-Micmac,3-
on larger areas, by focusing on small enough regions in which the approximation is valid within a decimeter.

![Figure 7. Comparison between 2 static areas in the old moraine which are assumed not to have changed between data acquisition: profiles are extracted from DEMs generated using images acquired September 24th and September 26th 2015, the latter having been moved to match GCPs visible on the orthophotos.](image)

In addition to orthophotos, another SfM product is the DEM. Here again rather than considering absolute elevations, we are interested in the relative difference of DEMs (DoD). Again the initial DEM is considered as the reference, and once the orthophoto has been translated for registration with the initial dataset and the same transform applied to the associated DEM, an additional translation in altitude brings both datasets to comparable altitudes. As an example of DEM comparison, Fig. 7 exhibits the absolute DEM elevation over a length of 280 m for datasets acquired September 24th and 26th 2015, with the initial 200 m properly registered and the last 80 m emphasizing the limitations of the approach with significant discrepancy once the cross profile reaches rugged areas of the moraine. The canyon crossing is visible at abscissa 45 to 50 m. The DEM difference standard deviation between 80 and 180 m abscissa is 0.11 m.

### 4.2. Orthophoto comparison

Two orthophotos covering a wide area at the sub-glacier river outlet have been assembled, corresponding to the flight sessions of Sept. 24 and Oct. 1st (area of interest shown in Fig. 6) with zooms on one particular region of interest exhibited in Fig. 8. The left-orthophoto is used as reference with GCPs visible as red triangles, while the right orthophoto was translated for these DEMs to match despite the offset of GPS positioning between the two dates. No scaling was needed in the process. One morphological consequence of the flood event is a dynamic of river braiding, which is clearly visible in the center of images displayed in Fig. 8.

According to the glacier melting processes, the river headwater records first the impact of sudden and massive supra- and sub-glacial meltwater outflows. Geomorphologically, we first observe a massive influx of water coming from the glacier
The river bedstream changed significantly up to a maximum of 11 m. Three GCPs are visible as red triangles in both pictures. In itself and both meltwater from the active layer (e.g. groundwater discharge from the supra-permafrost aquifer) and superficial thaw.

To compare the global morphology of the moraine between these 2 dates, generated orthophotos were superimposed in a GIS to map the bedstreams of the river (e.g. before and after the rain event). Comparing the 2 channels, we observe that a single short event changed the morphology of the river channel through processes that:

- dug significantly into the moraine brittle materials. Initial sinuous water-course became straighter;
- disrupted the river system by changing the flows and thus reshaped a new river bed/river system.

4.3. Digital Elevation Model for topography change monitoring

Acquired data allowed to generate 2 DEMs, accurate enough to observe and quantify changes due to strong rainfall and warming. Fig. 9 exhibits a DEM in the context of an underlying Formosat image acquired July 22nd 2009: the generated topography appears consistent with underlying features as observed on satellite image, but most significantly the fine details of the hydrological network is emphasized on the DEM with respect to the aerial image.

Concerning the impact of rain events, we observed that a large amount of both morainic deglaciated rocks and particles eroded and carried by the glacier and then washed into the deglaciated area are movable and then quickly displaced during flood events. This soggy and low cohesion material makes this part of the moraine fragile. It is then an ephemeral space configuration, especially when subjected to these violent climatic events. Massive influx of water in meanders makes the unstabilized banks collapse. An example of such phenomenon is highlighted in Fig. 10. These results also highlight that rain events (and supposedly warm event as well) and their impacts consist in very short period processes. Hence, to record and analyze impacts, an accurate spatio-temporal observation is needed. These results have been obtained thanks to the use of UAV field campaign.

While a rotating wing multicopter appears as suitable to monitor small glaciers and small glacier basins, extending the observation area requires the use of fixed wing UAV for extended flight duration and higher horizontal speed: in these exper-
Figure 9. Left: Formosat image acquired July 22nd 2009 of the area of interest. Right: overlap of a DEM acquired Sept. 24 2015 of the same region, illustrating the consistency and fine hydrological network visible on the topography. The average tilt on the DEM has not been compensated for: water flows from bottom to top.

Figure 10. Difference of DEM (DoD) for assessing moraine movements due to a significant flood event, with one wall of the canyon collapsing between the two dates. The images for generating the DEMs were acquired September 24th 2015 and October 1st 2015. The landslide generated canyon collapse depth is about 3 m.

5. Conclusion

The work carried out assesses both the impact of rain events on moraine geomorphology and Structure from Motion photogrammetric processing applied to aerial pictures acquired from an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle in an Arctic glacier environment. This second point showed that this equipment is light enough to be transported and used by a single operator on harsh fieldwork such as mountain environment and Arctic region.

The flexibility of the whole workflow provides the opportunity to repeat field experiments within short intervals and hence observe fast morphology changes associated with climatic events. Hence, we conclude that
- photogrammetry approach delivers high quality and high resolution topographic pointclouds, well suited for physical geography investigations,
- this approach is a reactive method suitable to use in a fast changing environment.

This work also highlights the significant impact of short rain precipitations, with associated flood events, on para-glacial geomorphology. Consequences are not only on landscape but also on general processes. Reciprocally, newly deglaciated areas (i.e. less than 10 years old) are quite sensitive to floods created by sudden rain and warm events. This part of the moraine also provides a large amount of sediment in the outflow dynamics. According to the increase of warm event phenomena, this key area in the glacial system undergoes major changes which will tend to increase in the future.
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